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To prepare our students to be the scholars and citizens 
equipped, empowered, and inspired to solve problems, 
create change, and improve the conditions of the 21st 

century world.



So How Can We Do That?



Example: Buggy



An Evolving Practice
In my 2nd grade classroom (2015):
Part of an NGSS-aligned (STEMScopes Unit) intended as part of the 
Explore Stage of the 5 E Model
Ended up pushing it to the end of the unit and using it as an 
assessment piece
Incorporated an art component for student buy-in and novelty
In a week long-unit (Summer Scholars 2017):
Summative activity for students at the end of entomology-themed 
week.
Planned unit with this project in mind, knowing the impact of the 
product and anticipating the power of the process



Predicted
Students learning and 
developing a strong 
interest in insect 
conservation 
Fluent use of many 
different apps to 
demonstrate their thinking
Increased collaboration 
and problem solving

Outcomes

Unexpected
Blown away by the 
creativity!
Authentic connections to 
real life situations, other 
content areas
One of my absolute 
favorite lessons/units



Starting from the End Zone
Planning a Unit with the End Goals in 

Mind



tsdwlstandards.wikispaces.
com



A Multi-Layered Approach
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Feeling Overwhelmed?  



A Friendly Reminder.  And A Tool.   :)



Identify the standard (performance 
expectation)

Step 1 



Simulate an engaging problem 
Step 2

It is the year 3017.  Pollinators have gone 
extinct. It is your job to engineer a prototype of a 
SuperBug that will both distribute seeds and 
pollinate flowers and plants. The human race 
depends on you.  



Identify the knowledge/skills students need to be able 
to solve the problem. 

Step  3 

● What they need to know:
● Animals and insects pollinate in different ways.  Some are very intentional, 

while others are more “accidental”; the bee pollinates as it collects nectar, a 
dog pollinates by brushing its fur against a flower.  A squirrel forgets an acorn 
it hid underground, a bear’s digestive system expels seeds. 

● Animals and plants have adapted in ways that increase their survival.
● Plants and animals have a symbiotic relationship.
● Without insects and animals, we would not have food.



Identify the ACTIVITIES OR LESSONS STUDENTS 
WILL PARTICIPATE IN TO ACQUIRE  knowledge/skills 
students need to be able to solve the problem. 

Step  4

Hook - Traveling Seeds (Stemscopes)
Accessing Prior Knowledge - Animal and Plant 
Dependence (Stemscopes)
Explore/Compare - Animal and Plant Relationships
Entomologist Video
Scholarly Attributes/TLAD
Independent Study and Public Service 
Announcement



Use SAMR to choose meaningful technology 
Step  5 

EdSurge



Use SAMR to choose meaningful 
technology 

Step  5 

Activity Tech

Hook - Traveling Seeds (STEMscopes) Slow Motion App 
Seesaw (share and reflect) (R)

Accessing Prior Knowledge - Animal and Plant Dependence 
(Stemscopes)

Seesaw (use “Notes” to record thinking) (SA)

Explore and Compare - Animal and Plant Relationships QR codes to teacher selected research materials 
(articles, videos, eBooks) (M)
Popplet - graphic organizers to take notes and explore 
relationships. Share to Seesaw. (M)

Think Like a Disciplinarian/Scholarly Attributes Entomologist video (S)
Adobe Spark Video (R)



Identify authentic cross-curricular connections
Step  6 

Subject 
Area

Readers 
Workshop

Shared 
Reading/ 
Interactive 
Reading

Math Writers 
Workshop

Social 
Studies

Behavior 
Incentives

Activit
y

-Books on 
Subject 
Matter 
available to 
students
-Mentor 
texts

-Passages on 
content 
matter
-Read Aloud 
with D&C 
Prompts 

-CGI/Story 
problems 
-Graphing 
and 
analyzing 
data

-Science 
journal
-Nonfiction
writing
-How To 
writing
-PSA
Cubing

-Current 
Events 
(ReadWorks, 
NewsELA)

-Monetary 
systems 
contributing to 
materials for 
end project



Cross-Curricular Connections



Independent Study





Final Step: Arrange activities  into 5 E Model



The Final Step: Arranging into 5 E Model

Engage Explore Explain Elaborate Evaluate

*Hook -
Transporting 
Seeds
*Accessing Prior 
Knowledge
*Bug Bucks
*Concept 
Development

*Explore/Compar
e Relationships
*Entomologist 
video and TLAD

*TLAD Spark 
Video
*Synectics
*Concept 
Attainment

*Independent 
Study
*Public Service 
Announcement

*SuperBugs



Example: Bee Bee 8



Examples of Student Work 



Example: Master Buggy 3.0



THE WHY
To prepare our students to be the scholars and citizens 
equipped, empowered, and inspired to solve problems, 
create change, and improve the conditions of the world 

around us. 





THANK
S!
Any questions?
You can find me at
✘ @MrsLusRoom
✘ cflu@tustin.k12.ca.us


